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B.2 Normierte und euklidische Vektorräume J metrische RäumeJ Konvergenz81

B.2 Normierte und euklidische Vektorräume, metrische
Räume, Konvergenz

6. Es bezeichne (X, j.1) einen normierten Vektorraum. Zeigen SieJ daß die
beiden folgenden Aussagen äquivalent sind:
(a) Es gibt ein positiv definites Skalarprodukt (, ) auf X, sodaB

lxi =~ für alle x E )(, ,
(b) Die Norm 1·1 erfüllt die Parallelogrammregel, d.h. es ist

Ix + yl2 + Ix - yl2 = 21xl2+ 21yl2 fi;ir alle X J y E )(.

7. Für eine reelle Zahl p ~ 1 und einen Vektor x =(Xl," ., X n ) E Rn setzen
WIr

(i) Beweisen Sie die Höldersche Ungleichung: es gilt

für alle x, y E Rn und alle positiven reellen Zahlen p, q mit f; + ~ =
1. (Hinweis: beweisen Sie zunächst die für alle G, b ~ 0 geltende
Ungleichung ab::5 a; + bq

9
, und wenden Sie diese auf die einzelnen

Summanden der Summe L: m;ttr; an.)

(ii) Zeigen Sie, daß x l---+' !'Ip eine Norm auf dem Rn definiert. (Hinweis
zur Dreiecksungleichung: schreiben Sie L:(Xi + Yi)P = L: Xi(Xi +
Yi)p-l +L: Yi(Xi + Yi)P-1 und wenden sie auf die Summmen auf der
rechten Seite jeweils die Höldersche Ungleichung an.)

8. (i) Zeigen Sie in den Bezeichnungen der vorstehenden Aufgabe, daß
durch

Ixloo := Um Ixlp
p-co

eine Norm auf dem Rn definiert wird. Berechnen Sie den Grenzwert

Hco '

(ii) Skizzieren Sie die Einheitskreise {xE R2
t Ixlp = I}.

B.3 Stetigkeit

9. Sei A Teilmenge eines metrischen Raumes X mit der Eigenschaft, daß jede
stetige Funktion f: A - R beschränkt ist. Zeigen Sie, daß A dann eine
abgeschlossene Teilmenge von X ist.

10. Sei n ~ 2; finden Sie eine Funktion f: Rn - R, die im Punkt 0 unstetig ist,
50daß aber die Einschränkung flr für jede Gerade r durch 0 im Punkt 0
stetig ist.



The boundary of the Eisenstein symbol

by

Norbert Scbappacher 1 & Anthony J. Schol?

In the paper [Beilinson 1986], Beilinsan defined the "Eisenstein symbol", a universal
construction of elements in higher K-theory (motivic cohomology) of self products of ellip
tic curves. This generalised a construction by Bloch of elements in K 2 of an elliptic curve
[Bloch 1980]. A refinement of Beilinson's Eisenstein symbol was given in [Deninger 1989].

The purpose of the present paper is to calculate the boundary of the Eisenstein syulbol
at a place of bad reduction of the elliptic curve.

In the case of an elliptic curve over a number field, this gives a criterion for the
'integrality' of Eisenstein symbol elements, and thus generalises a formula found by Bloch
and Grayson [1986]. In the case of the universal elliptic curve, we obtain the boundary of
the Eisenstein symbol at the cusps. (In characteristic zero an equivalent result was proved
in [Beilinson 1986] by an analytic method.)

In our presentation the formula involves Bernoulli polynomials. These arise essentially
on account of their well-known distribution property - cf. 2.6 (i) below.

We now give a precise summary of our main result. Let E / F be an elliptic curve over
a field, and P C E a finite subgroup scheme of E defined over F. For any integer 11 '2: 1,
consider the Eisenstein symbol Inap, following the definition of [Deninger 1989, §8] :

Here the following notations are used.

Q[P]O is the Q-vector space of Gal(F/ F)-invariant functions ß : P(F) -t Q satisfying
L: ß(x) = 0 (which we identify with divisors on E in the obvious way).

xEP(F)

H~(-, Q(j)) = I{~}~i(-) is motivic cohomology - cf. [Beilinson 1985, 2.2], [Schnei
der 1988, §3], [Deni.nger, Scholl, §1].

- for a group scheme A, we identify An with the kernel of the sum-mapping ~ : A n+1 -+

A. This gives an action of the symmetrie group Sn+l on An.

- subscript 'sgn' denotes the image under the projector IIsgn = (n~1)! L: sgn(a).a.
UESn+l

Now suppose F admits a non trivial discrete valuation v, and let CJ and k, be the valuation
ring and residue field of v, respectively. We shall assume that k is perfeet. Let E /0 be
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a minimal regular model of E, and EIl. its special fibre at v. We make the following
additional assumptions :

i) EIl. is a Neron N·-gon (untwisted), for some N ~ 1. '

ii) P extends to a finite Rat subgroup scheme Plo of the Neron model of E over 0. (For
example, one could take P to be the N -torsion points of E, with N as in i.)

o
Write E for the connected component of the Neron model of E over 0, and fix an isomor-

o
phism EI k "" GmI k· This induces an orientation on EI k, i. e., a bijection between Z/ N Z
and the set of components of EIl:. The component corresponding to v E Z/NZ will be de
noted Cv ' If ßE Q[P]O and v E Z/NZ then we write dp(v) for the degree of the restrietion
of the flat extension of ß to the component Cv'

The boundary map

o 0

arises from the localisation sequence of the pair (Eio,E;k)' The target space is a onc-

dimensional Q-vector space generated by ~~ =IIsgn (yo U"'U Yn), where Yo =(Yl .. 'Yn)-l,
and for 1 ~ i ~ n, Yi is a coordinate on the i th copy of G mlk (cf. 1.5 below).

The main result of this paper is :

TheorelU.
an 0 &p(ß) =Cp,N ( L dp(v) B n +2 (( ~))) .<I>~,

vEzlNZ

w}lere CpN is an explicit nonzero constant, Bk(X) is the rn-th Bernoulli polynomial, aJ]d
o~ (x) < i is tbe representative of xE Q/Z.

The case n = 1 was found by Bloch and Grayson by a somewhat different method. The
reader will find applications in their paper, and in the case n = 2 in [Mestre, Schappacher
1990, §§3.4, 3.5] - cf. section 6 below. In these applicati~ns F = Q and thc theorem
is used to describe the obstruction to the Eisenstein symbols belonging to the 'integral'
motivic cohomology HM+1(En, Q(n+ l))z.

The formula of the theorem was discovered by the second author while studying the
work of Beilinson on modular curves [Beilinson 1986]. There cp (which Beilinson denotes
t~) is constructed for the universal elliptic curve over the field of modular functions.
Beilinson'8 main result concerning the symbol (Theorem 3.1.7 of loc. cit.) is equivalcnt to
7.4 below, but his proof is analytic, in contrast to our algebraic approach.

Acknowledgement. This paper was completed while both authors enjoyed the hospitality of the Inst.itute far

Advanced Study, Princeton.
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1. The basic fOrlTIula

We continue to use (and expand upon) the notation of the introduction.

1.1 The Eisenstein symbol. We reeall the construction of the Eisenstein symbol lnap,
followi ng [Deninger 1989, §8]. For an integer n ~ 1, let Pi : E n -+ E (1 ~ i ~ n) cl cnotc thc

n

projections, and po =- L: Pi. Write U =E - P, and define
i=l

unI = n p;l(U).
O:5;i:5;n

If we need to emphasize the dependence on P we write Up, etc.

For i = 0, ... ,n, let ßi E Q [P]O, and choose functions fi E O(U)* ~ Q with divisors ßi.
We use the "symbol" notation {-, ... , -} for the cup product

U: 0 1H1( -, Q(l)) -+ H~(-, Q(l)).

Then there is a well-defined map

(1.1.1)

given by

ßo0···~ßn ~I1pno rIsgn {p~fo, ... ,p~fn}.

Here IIpn = #P~F)n 2:_ T; is the projector onto the spaee of P(F)n-invariants. \~Tith
xEP(F)n

the special choices

(1.1.2) ßl =· .. =ßn=O:p= L (O)-(x),
xEP(F)

it is the first step of the construction of the Eisenstein symbol map [PI and other choices
of ßl, ... ßn do not give rise to new elements of motivie cohomology. However we will
not make this substitution at onee, in order to preserve the symmetry for the subsequent
calculation. Note that we are taking the invariants under translations by P(F)l rather
than the coinvariants considered in [Deninger 1989], in order to caleulate explicitly.

The second step in the construction-only needed when n ~ 2-is the decornposition
of the target space of 1.1.1 into eigenspaces under the L-1-multiplication. This will be
discussed in seetion 4.

1.2 Varying P. Let P ~ Q be (a closed immersion of) two finite subgroup schen1es of E
defined over F. Then there are commutative diagrarns :

(1.2.1)

~ H~+r(UQ' ,Q(n+ 1))~~

rres
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and

(1.2.2)

~ H~tl(UQ',Q(n+1))~:

I(Q:P)" Xres

~ H~+1(Up',Q(n+1))~:

where j! is extension by zero, and the unlabelled horizontal arrows are the maps

ß 1--+ BQ(ß®Q~n) and ß1--+ ep(ß®Q~n) respectively.

Now let L 2: 1 be an integer, and write P = (XL]-l(P) C E, fj = E - P, etc. \Vrite
11": P~ P for the projection. Multiplication by L induces a Galois covering

[xL] : unI~ Un ,.

By Galois descent, this gives a homomorphism

and we have two further commutative diagrams:

(1.2.3)

and

Q{p]00n+1

r~.

Q(p]00 n+1

Q[p]O ~ H~tl(un' ,Q(n+1))~:

(1.2.4) I~· I[XLr
Q(P]O ~ HM+l(unl,Q(n+1))~:

with the unlabelled maps in (1.2.4) being

ß1--+ Brp(ß &; o:~n) and ß 1--+ Bp(ß ®o:~n).

All of this is straightforward to prove by direct calculation from the formulae in [Deninger
1989, proof of 8.2].

1.3 Base change. Let F' / F be a finite extension, v' a discrete valuation of F', anel v the
restrietion of v' to F. Assurne that the residue field extension k' / k is separable. Then the
following square is commutative:

IresF'/ F

H:At 1
( EiF , Q(n +"1))

4
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Here resF' /Fl resk'/k are the restriction homomorphisms , and e(V' jv) is the ralTIification
index. (Recall that we are assuming k to be perfect.)

In view of 1.2.1 and 1.3, we may now restriet to the following situation.

1.4 Assumptions.

- E/ k is an untwisted Neron N-gon with N 2:: 3;

- P = J1.N x ZjNZ c E(F) is a level N structure on Ej

- Pik gives the standard level N structure on (E/k)smooth = Gm X ZjNZ.

o
1.5 Write UN = E - P , and U1 for the complement of the zero section in E/o . Consider
the Galois covering*:

Uni
1 /k

which by Galois descent gives an isomorphislTI

(1.5.1) [xN]* : HM(U~/k,Q(*))~ HM(UN/k,Q(*))pn.

In the next section we shall prove the following basic formula for the composite of Gp with
the boundary map in motivic cohomology

1.6 Proposition. a en(@ß.)=± n+l ~ (n) '" (do(()· .. dn(() [ N]*q.71
v P 1 N2n+1 LJ q LJ (( -1)q+2 X q'

q=O 1#(EJ1.N

The meanings of the symbols are:

- di(v)=dßj(v)= I: ßi(((,V)) for vEZjNZj
(EjjN

- di (() = I: (lJdi(v) is the Fourier transform.of d i ;
IJEZ/NZ

<I> ~ is the e1ement of HM(U1/k' Q(n) )sgn given as follows : let y = t -1 be the inverse of
the natural coordinate on Gm, and let Yi =pi (y ), for the n +1 projections po , ... ,pn :

* If ehar (k) divides N then [x N] is the cornposi te of a Galois covering and apower of the
Frobenius rnapping. As the Frobenius induces an automorphism on motivic coholllology,
[xN]* is an isornorphisrn in this case also.
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G~ ---+ Gm. Let Sn+l be the symmetrie group permuting the coordinates yo,··· ,Yn.
Then

1.7 R emark. Note in passing that for the special functions fi, i = 1, ... , n wit h clivisors
div fi = Cl' as in 1.1.2, we have that di (lJ) = N2 8JJ,O - N, so that here we find for ( t= 1 that
di (()=N2.

We will see in section 4 that the proposition actually implies the theorem.

2. The calculation

2.1 We begin with some geometry on the arithmetic surface Elo . For the moment, we
need only assume that E/ k is an untwisted Neron N-gon with N ~ 3, and that P is a finite
subscheme of E whose flat extension Plo is contained in the smooth part of E/0' vVe
normalise the orientation of the special fibre EIl. = UJJEzINzCJJ and the coordinate t v on
CJJ such that t JJ = 0,00 are the points of intersection of CJJ with CJJ - 1 , CJJ+1 respectively.
(There is no ambiguity as N ~ 3.)

Let fE O*(U)0Q, and let a(v) be the order of f along the vth component C'I of E/k.
Choose onee and for aU a uniformiseI' 7r of the valuation v, and let g(JJ) = 1T-a(v) f E F(Et.
Since ordcv (1T) = 1, the flll1ction g(JJ) is regular outside of P and the C I-l with J1. t= v; so its
restrietion to CJJ is an element of k(CJJ) ® Q whieh we also denote g(JJ). Let D/0 he the

flat extension of cliv f to E10, and d( v) = deg (D /0 nCJJ) (cf. introduction).

Proposition 2.2.

(i) div g(JJ) = (D10 nCJJ) - b(ll -1 ).(0) +b(v).(00), where b(ll) = a(v.+ 1) - a(v)j

(ii) d(v)=b(v-1)-b(v).
Proo[ (ii) foUows from (i) as deg(div g(JJ)) = O. The only remaining non-trivial assertions
are the claimed multiplicities at t JJ = 0, 00. Ta verify these, represent the eompleted Ioeal
ring at 0 as R= O[[u,v]]/(UV-1T), where u = 0, v = 0 are loeal equations for CJJ , C lI - 1

respectiveIy. Then the image of f in the field of quotients of'R is of the form:

f = (unit) x ua(JJ)va(JJ-l) = (unit) X 1T a(JJ)V- b(v-l)

= (unit) x 1T"a(JJ-l)ub(JJ-l)

Therefore the order of g(v) at t ll = 0 is -b(v -1), and the order of G(JJ-l) at tv-l = 00 is
b(v -1).

2.3 Now we eontinue under the assumptions of 1.4. Then g(lI) E O*(G m -PN) 0 Q, and
we write

6



where Y = l/t.

2.4 We apply the above with f = /i, 0 ~ i ~ n, with the obvious additional subscripts. To
calculate the boundary of 8 p we need the following compatibility of the cup-product anel
the boundary map (see [Loday 1976, 2.3] and [Grayson 1976]).

Let X/CJ be smooth, and a: H~(Xp, Q(j)) -+ Ht;I(Xk, Q(j -1)) tbe boundary
map of tbe localisation sequence. For ~ EH~ (X, Q(j )), write ~F, ~k for its inlages
in H!M(Xp,Q(j)), H~(Xk,Q(j)). TlJen for every e,

(tbe sign depending only on (i,j)).
In particular, up to sign and torsion, the boundary maps in Milnor and Quillen ](-theory
agree. This gives (up to sign) the following formula for the restrietion of a{p~fo, ... ,P;t!n}
to the component C V1 x ... X CVn :

n _

'" ( ) {(vo)() (vr )() (vn)()}L Ur V r go Yo, ... , gr Yr, ... ,gn Yn
r=O

Here and elsewhere Vo = - I:7=1 Vi. Applying the projector IIpn-defined in 1.1.1-we
obtain n _

N-2n L L Ur(Vr) {G~vo)(Yo),: .. ,G~vr)(Yr),... ,G~n)(Yn)},
VE(Z/NZ)n r=O

W here v = (VI, ... ,V n ). Applying the inverse of the isomorphism (1.5.1) we wri te this as

the following element of HM(Ufjk,Q(n)):

n
N-2n L L are vr ) {y~o(vo)(l_ yo)do(vo),. '.. R... ,y~n(Vn)(l_ Yn)d n (&In)}.

VE(Z/ Nz)n r=O

We ean expand this in terms of a surn over the symmetrie group Sn+l = Symm{O, 1, ... , n}:

and applying the projector IIsgn we obtain the following expression.

(2.2.1)
n

N-
2n L ( _1 )1 I L L a"o(vO)b"l (vI) ... b"q(vq)

q=O n q .q. VE(Z/NZ)n O'E S n+l

X d.,.(q+l)(V(q+l»)··· dun(vn)c"P;.
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2.3 This last expression will be more palpable anee it is rewritten in tenns of Fourier
transforms. Reeall that we are taking ~(() = L: (V if>(v). If if>( v) = ?/J( v +a) - 'IjJ( v),

JlEzlNZ

then we have ~(() = ((-a -1)~((). In particular, by 2.1 :

di(() = (( -l)bi(() = _(-1(( -1)2Czi (().

Furthermare di(l) = bi(l) = O. Therefore fixing q, 0 :S q :S n, we have thc following
identities, valid for any a E Sn+1:

L auo (vo )bu1 (VI) ... buq (vq) . du(q+1)(V( q+1)) ... dune vn ).

VE(Z/NZ)YlI

ConsequentlYl expression 2.2.1 becomes (up to sign)

This proves proposition 1.6.

2.5 Fourier transforms of Bernoulli polynomials. Reeall the definition of the Bernoulli
polynomials Bk :

Thus, for example,

B o(X)=I, Bl(X)=X-~, B2(X)=X2_X+~

B 3(X)=X3 _~X2+~X, B 4 (X)=X 4 -2X3 +X2 - 3
1
0

Define, for ( E JJN, Bk,N(() = L: B k((~) )(JI. Then it follows from the definition
lIEZ/NZ

of the Bk that
00 A tk t N -1 t

(;Bk,N(O k! = et -1 ~ «(et/Nt = «(et /N -1)'

Substitute u = e'lN and define

,.. 1-k " ( d )"-1 1
Bk(():= N Bk,N(() = k tL du Cu -1 lu=l'

From this it is elementary to deduce the following proposition the first part of which is a
, convenient reformulation of the distribution property of the Bernoulli polynomials.
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2.6 Proposition. 0) For every integer L ~ 1,

L Bk(1])=LkBk(().
"L=(

(ii) For a1l k 2: j 2: 2, there exist rational numbers aj,k independent of N such that
ak,k = (_l)k-l /k! and

For ins tance, one has

3. The case n = lover a number fleld

vVe are now already in a position to verify the theorem in the case n = 1 [Bloch, Grayson
1986]. In fact we will prove a more general result. We first describe the situation in tenns
of ](-theory to make apparent the relation with loc. cit.

Let E be an elliptic curve over a number field F. Consider the localisation sequence:

o ~ H1(E,Q(2))

11
K 2 (E)c;)Q

~ H~(F(E), Q(2))

11
](2(F(E)) c;) Q

Here lEI is the set of closed points of E, and the sequence is exact on the left as 1(2 of a
number field is torsion. The boundary map T is the "tarne symbol".

Let !j, 9j E F(E)+ be a fini te collection of rational functions on E such that I:{fj ,gj} E
j

kerT. Then I:{!j,gj} defines an element of H1(E/ F ,Q(2))=!{2(E/F )0Q.
j

Now let v be a finite place of F, with residue field k, at which E has split multiplicative
reduction with special fibre a Neron N -gon. We intend to calculate its image under the
boundary map

a: ]{2(E)®Q~I(~ (E/ k ) ® Q.

First note :-
.. 0

I(~ (E/ k )0 Q~ H1(E/kl Q(l)) f"V Q.
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In fact, since k is finite, the localisation sequence gives a short exact sequence

o ~ K~(E/k)®Q ~ Kl(Ejkooth)®Q

11

II Q·t v
vEZ/NZ

wi th <5 (t v ) = (V) - (V - 1). Then the restriction

6
--+

Ko(Eii:&)®Q

11

Q[Z/NZ]

induces an isomorphism on the image of I(~(E/k)®Q.

For the calculation we only need the following hypothesis on fj, fj:

The c10sure oE the support oE the divisors oE fj, fj is contained in the slnootll
part oE E/o .

Then, since k is finite, the reduction modulo v of this support is contained in PM X Z/NZ
for same M; so by passing to a ramified extension F' / F and using 1.3 we may, and da)
assume M = N. The first part of the calculation of §2 then gives (up to sign) :

where dj(v), dj(v) are the degrees of the restriction to ev of the closures of the divisors
of fj) fj. Using the exaluples following 2.6 and the relation

(cf. 5.2 below), we obtain a formula involving only B 3 and cI>~. (It is no accident that :82

drops out in this way - see section 4 below.) Using B 3 (("N')) = - B 3 (( N)) and the fact
that [x N]*<I>~ = N cI>L this gives :

3.2 Proposition. a(2:{!J,J;})=±3~ 2: 2: dj(f.t)dj(v-f.t) B 3 ((;)) .<p:.
) ll,vEZ/NZ )

In the special case where all fj have the standard divisor this proposition simplifies
in view of 1.7 ancl clue to the fact that L: IJ dj (p) = O.

3.3 Corollary. Let L:·{fj,g} EkerT with divg= E (O)-(x). Then
J xE?

a(2:Uj,g}) =±~ 2: 2: dj(v) B 3 ((;)). <P:.
j IIEZ/NZ j

10



3.4 We should remark that if v is a place of F at which the reduction of E is not split
multiplicative, then ](f (E/ k ) 0 Q = O. Thus the restriction to the case where E/ k lS an
untwisted Neron polygon does not miss any interesting cases.

3.5 Now let 0 momentarily denote the (global) ring of integers of F. We have thc exact
sequence

v

The fact noted in 3.4, that the target of 8v is torsion unless v is a place of split multiplica
tive reduction for E is in accordance with relative versions of Beilinson's conjectures-cj.
[Deligne 1985], [Ramakrishnan 1989]. In fact, we have

dimQ ](~ (E/ kv )® Q =ord,,=o Lv(E,s)

where the L-function of EJF is written L(EJF,s) = TILv(E,s)-l. But even if the re-
v

duction at v is split multiplicative, the tarne symbol may nonetheless be trivial on the
elements of ](2(EjF) we considered here. In fact, if E jkv is a Neron polygon with one 01'

two sides, then for rational functions fj, fj with reduced divisors supported in Eik100th, we

always have 8(I: j {/j, f;}) = 0 because B3 ( 1 - x) = - B3 (x).

3.6 Remurk. When the divisors of fj, fj are supported in torsion points, proposition
3.2 implies the formula of [Bloch, Grayson 1986, p.88]-cJ. [Mestre, Schappacher 1990,
1.5.1). But there are also examples of elements L:j {/j, f;} E kerT when the support
of the divisors of fj, I; contains points of infinite order. The first such examplc, on a
curve with complex multiplication, was found by R. Ross (1990 Rutgers Thesis). Recently
Jan Nekovax, modifying successfully an earlier attempt by one of the authors (NS), wrote
down a one-parameter family of elliptic curves on which non-trivial such elements can be
constructed. Some curves in this family have places v with non-trivial K~ (Ejkv )0Q. They
provide concrete applications of the general statement 3.2. But we do not go into this hefe.
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4. The weight decolnposition.

4.1 The remaining step in the construction of the Eisenstein symbol is the "weight deCOlTI
position" of HM(UN/F' Q(*))~: under the "L -1" -multiplicat~on. Recall [Deninger 19S9,

§S] that if L> 1, and P= [XL]-l P as in 1.2 above, the endomorphism ~ is definecl by the
commutativity of the diagram:

(4.1.1)

HM(unl,Q(*))~: ~ HM(un/,Q(*))~: -+t HM(unl,Q(*))~~l

rl[x Lt

HM(U n
, , Q(*))~71

where j* is induced by the inclusion j : unI '--+ unI. On the image of HM(En 1Q(*))sgll
(which is invariant under pn), ~ coincides with [x L]*-l, and is simply multiplication by
L-n.

4.2 Theoreln. {Beilinsan 1986], (Deninger 1989]. HM(un',Q(*))~: decomposcs into
eigenspaces on wbich ,c acts as multiplication by L-n-i, 0 :::; i :::; n - 1; and thc inclu
sion unI '--+ En induces an isomorphism of HM(En,Q(*))sgn with the L-n-eigenspace oE
H M(unI, Q(*))~:.

The definition of the Eisenstein symbol is now as follows: let Q' = L:XEP(O)-(x). Then
&p(ß) is the projection of 0 p(ß 0 Q'®n) into the L -n eigenspace, viewed a.s an elen1ent of
H~+1(En,Q(n+1)) under the isomorphism of theorem 4.2.

Let us give a slightly different proof of theorem 4.2. Recall that

where Xo = -Xl - ... - X n . We define, for 0:::; q:::; n,

yt = {(Xl"", X n ) E E n Iat least q of the Xi'S are in p};
o

y q
n = {(Xl,"" X n ) E E n Iexactly q of the Xi'S are in p}.

(4.2.1) On....... (n-l)IYl --+ U X {O, ... ,n} X P. j.

o

Moreover we have a decomposition En = Il yqn of En into locally closed subsets which
O:::;q:::;n .

are invariant under the action of Sn+l . pn. This group acts transitivelyon the set of
o

components of yqn with isotropy subgroup (Sn+l-q x Sq)' pn-q. Notice that the subgroup
Sq acts triviallyon the component

{(Xl,' .. , X n ) E E n IXo, ••• , Xn-q-l r;. P, X n- q=... = X n =O}

12



from which it follows that if q ~ 2 then

o

HM(Yt,Q(*))~: =0.

Then by the long exact sequences of motivie eohomology, we deduce that

Moreover, by 4.2.1,

H. r-v n Q( ))pn ......, H. (u(n 1)1 Q( ))pn-1
MV l' * sgnn+1 ---+ M -, * sgnn .

We therefore have a long exact sequence:

(4.2.2)

H--2(u(n-l)1 Q(* _1))pn-1~H. (En Q(*))pn
M , sgnn M' sgnn+1

H- (uni Q( ))pn He-1 (u(n-l)I Q( l))pn-l
---t M , * sgn ---t M ,*- sgn ---+ ...n+1 n

By 4.2.1 the localisation sequence is compatible with the family of endomorphislTIS which
are [, on the middle two terms and L -2[, on the outside ones. By SilTIultaneous induction
it follows that:

(4.2.3) The boundary maps 8 are zero.

(4.2.4) The eigenvalues of [, on HM(unl,Q(*))~:n+1 are L-n-i, for 0 ~i::; n-l, anel thc

corresponding eigenspaces are isomorphie to HMi(En-i, Q(*- i))sgun_i+l .

4.3 One would like a similar statement wlth E replaced by Gm and P by J1.N' The exact
sequence analogous to 4.2.2 still holds. For us the only case of interest is • = *= n. Then
8 vanishes, since the space

HM(G~/k'Q(n))sgn

is one- dimensional, spanned by the symbol {Yl, ... , Yn}' Hence itwill certainly injec
t into HM(k( G~), Q(n) )sgn = !(:r (k(Yl' ... ,Yn)) 0 Q. Therefore the long exact se
quence splits inta short exact sequences, and by a sirnilar induction argmnent we see
that HM((Gm - J1.N )nl, Q(n ))~: has dimension n, spanned by 4-1,... ,<I>~. (In particular,
there is a non trivial relation between 4-g, ... ,~~ - cf. section 5.) However there is 00

canonical decomposition as it is easy to see that the analogue of [, acts by the scalar L -n,
for every L ~ 1.

4.4 In order to decompose 8 p according to the weights of [" we must therefore calculate
&p explicitly. Write np for the composite

np = [xLt 0[, :HM(Un',Q(*)) ~ HM(Ün',Q(*)).

13



By 4.2 we have

(4.4.1)

Wri te P (il = L - i P. We can rewrite the above expression as

Note that we may even extend the range of i to, say, i = n, making the operator explicitly
kill off one more eigenspace which we already know by 4.2 to be zero. We will do this
in the computation because it will painlessly suppress the cP2-component in 1.6. (If we

did not do it, this component would have to be shown to cancel out because of relation
5.2-cj. the alternative proof we gave for proposition 3.2 which of course represents the
simplest case.)

4.5 Let us analyse formula 4.4.1 with a view to computing an 0 Cp via 1.6. As indicated

we modify 4.4.1 by letting i run from 1 to n. This also replaces [xLn-l)*-l by [XLn)*-l
in 4.4.2.

4.5.1 Expand

where 111 denotes the cardinality of I, and for each I ~ {I, ... ,n} and i E {I, ... ,n}, we

define
A . - {ÜP[i-l]

1,1 - L-n-i[xL]*

Für fixed I, we shall now cümpute

if i rf. I
if i EI.

(4.5.2)

By 1.2.2 we find that

and
[xL)* 0 8';[i-l](ß 0 0°") = 8~[i) (7f*ß®1r*a0n

).

Thus, writing
n

A1=OAI,i
i=l

14
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1.6 allows us-neglecting signs-to transform 4.5.2 into

(4.5.3)

Here the first factor of Ln in the denominator comes from 1.3. In fact, in order to apply
1.6 relative to the group of Ln N-torsion we have to extend the base field to an extension
with ramification index Ln.

The following lemma is straightforward. (Notice however that we are using thc no
tation j! and 1r* in two different meanings : on functions J"Y these operators refer to the
groups IJN,IJLNi on divisors the notation is relative to f'N x Z/NZ,IJLN x Z/LNZ. In each
case, j is inclusion and 7r the natural projection.)

4.5.4 Lemma. For any, E Q(P]O, we bave

A 2 .,"d1f,*"Y =L J .d,.

This transfonns 4.5.3 into

(4.5.5) n+1 ~ (n) q.nq '" (JR d~)( () rr Ln+2-i '" 17
Ln(Ln N)2n+l L..,.; q D f-' D ("7 1)q+2 l

q=o l#CEIL N iEI --r 1]L1 1
1=(

where I = {I, ... , n} - I. - Now apply 2.6 and get

(4.5.6)

Eut observe that

if 2 ::; j ::; n +1
if j = n +2

Thus taking the sum over all I ~ {1, ... ,n} in 4.5.6 and inserting trus into 4.4.1, aH powers
of L duly cancel, and we obtain :

Since [x N]*~ ~ = N n ~~, the theorem now follows from 1.7 by a trivial computation. The
constant comes out to be CpN = ±Nn(n +1)/(n+2)! in the case 1.4.,

15



5. A linear relation.

As observed in 4.3 above, there is a non-trivial relation between the elements cI>~l for
o:s; q ::; n. We include it here even though the proof of the theorem we chose to present
does not rely on it-cf. the remark at the end of 4.4 above.

The relation is derived from the following identity in Milnor K -theory.

5.1 Lemma. In Milnor K-tbeory tensored witb Z[1/2], we have

{
l-x1 x2" .xm , x1(1-xz) , ... , Xm-1(1-X m)} =0.

I-Xl I-Xl l-Xm-l

Proof. By induction: assume true for m, and replace X m by XmXm+l. Then we get:

_{I- X IX2"' X m xI(1- X 2) x m -2(I-xm -l) Xm-I(I- Xmx m+I)}o- " ... , ,----'-------~
I-Xl I-Xl l-xm -2 l-X m -l

= {1- X IX2" 'X m , xI(I- X2) , ..• , x m -2(I-Xm -I), I-XmXm+l}

1- Xl 1- Xl 1- X m -2 1- X m

{
1- XIX2'" X m Xl (1- X2) x m -2(1- Xm-l) Xm-l (1- Xm )}+ " ... , ,----'------'-

I-Xl I-Xl l-x m -2 I-Xm-I

Now take the product with

-xm (l- xm+I) = 1- 1- XmXm+1

l-xm l-xm

to obtain the desired formula.

Apply this now with m = n and Yi = Xi. We get

{
YO(l-YI), YI(1-Y2), ... , Yk(l- Yk+I), ... , Yn-I(I- Yn )} = o.

l-yo l-YI I-Yk l-Yn-l

Expand this using bilineari ty. If the (k + I)S t choice is Yk or (1 - Yk ) -1, then for the
resulting term to be non-zero the kth choice must be Yk-l or (1- Yk-l )-1, and we obtain:

n

~ {
YO YI Yp-I } 0--,--, ... , ,1-Yp+I, ... ,I-Yn = .

l-yo l-YI l-y -1p=O p

Now apply ITsgn ' Using the permutation (012 . .. p) the result can be written as
n

o= ~(-I)p{~, ... ,-.1!L, I-yp+I, ... ,1-Yn}
I-YI 1-yp sgnp=O

n p

= ~~(-l)q ~ {1- YI, .. ·,Yil'··· ,Yiq ,···,1- Yp+I, ... ,1- Yn} sgn"

p=O q=O 0:5il <...<i q :5p

Here the kth entry is Yk for k = i I , ... , iq and 1- Yk for the remaining (n - q) values of k.
We conclude:

5.2 Proposition. I)-l)q(t (p))<p; =0.
q=O p=q q

16



6. The number Held case

Let F be a number field, 0 its ring of integers, and let v denote finite places of F. The
subspace HM(EjF , Q(*))z of "integral" elements of HM(ElF' Q(*)) is defined to be the
image of

HM(Ejo, Q(*)) -+ HM(EjF' Q(*)),

where Ejo -+ (Ejo)n is a desingularisation of the n-fold power of a global regular Ininimal

model of E. (See 6.6 below.) By the long exact sequence for the pair E j0 , E jF this space

of integral elements H~+ 1 ( EjF , Q (n +1))z equals the kernel of the boundary map

HM+1(EjF,Q(n+1))-t UH~~(v)(~,Q(n+1)).
aU v

where subscript (v) denotes cohomology with support in the fibre at v.

6.1 Now let v be a place of F satisfying the assumptions 1.4. Write e the projector onto
the subspace on which the group Jl~ .Sn' pn acts as follows ; every Jl2 acts by -1, Su acts
via the sign-character sgnn, and pn acts trivially. We then have a commutative diagrain :

H M+ 1 ( E jF , Q(n +1))(€)

n
H~,tl(E7F,Q(n+ 1))

-t H~~(v)(Ejo'Q(n +1))(e)
11

o
-t HM(E7k

v
,Q(n))

where the isomorphism is between one-dimensional Q-vector spaces. For this iS01110rphis111
see [Scholl 1990], proof of 3.1.0(iii)j the proof given there applies equally weIl in the prcsent
situation.

6.2 In general, given auy finite place v of F, there exists a finite extension F' / F such
that, above v, E /F' has either gooel reduct ion 01' situation 6.1 applies. And in the good

o
reduction case one has that HM(Ejk tJ ' Q(n)) = 0 : see [Soule 1984, Thm. 3.(iii)J.

6.3 Lemma. Let F' / F be a finite extension. Then

coresF' j F HM(E7FI' Q(*))z = HM(EjF' Q(*))z.

This is proved by a slight variation of [Beilinson 1985, 2.4.2] - cf. [Schneider 1988,
p.13].

6.4 Finally, if v is a place where E has either additive and potentially multiplicative or
o

non split multiplicative reduction, then the target space HM(E;ktJ,Q(n)) is zero if anel
only if n is odd. This is seen from the Galois action on the generator t l U··· Ut n of the
corresponding motivic cohomology over a suitable extension field.

We conclude :
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6.5 Proposition. H1+1(EiF' Q(n+ l))z is the kerne] oE the boundary maps

v

the product being over a11 (finite) places oE F where E has split multiplicative reduction, iE
n is odd; and over a11 (finite) places oE F where E has potentia11y multiplicative reduction,
iE n is even.

Dur theorem then allows to calculate explicitly the integrality obstruction for elell1ents
of H~+1(EiF' Q(n +1)). This justifies in particular the eomputations of this 0 bstruction

performed in [Mestre, Sehappaeher 1990].

6.6 Some wprds regarding the desingularisation Ejo are in order. (Note that in §2.2 of

[Mestre, Sehappacher 1990], Ejo is incorrect1y defined as the normalisation.)

If E has semistable reduction, then the singularities of E /0 n are products of ordinary
double points, and eRD be explicitly resolved [Deligne 1968, Lemme 5.4], [Scholl 1990, §2].
In general, the existence of a desingularisation seems open.-Ir one does not want to assume the existence of Ejo' one may choose F t as in 6.2 allel

take the left hand side of 6.3 as the definition of HM(E/F , Q(*))z.

7. The mod ular case

7.0 In this section we show how OUT theorem gives a different proof of one of the Inain results
of [Beilinson, 1986]-Theorem 7.4 below. (In [Deninger, Scholl], this paper is sumlnarised
in a language eloser to ours.)

7.1 Let N be an integer ~ 3, and let MN be the modular curve of level N, and FN
its funetion field. We consider E / FN, the universal elliptic curve with level N structurc
a : E[N] ~ (Z/NZ)2. Taking P = (Z/NZ)2 (whieh we identify with the N -torsion
subgroup of E via a) we obtain the Eisenstein symbol map, which we write

7.2 Write Mf/ for the cusps of MN. Then as is wen known, by regarding the eusps as
giving level N structures on the standard Ner:on N -gon, one has an identification of the
set of elosed points:

where 1 E GL2 (Z/NZ) eorresponds to the level N strueture

Gm X Z/NZ :> JJN X Z/NZ"":::'" (Z/NZ)2

((N' b) ~ (a, b)

defined over Q((N ).

18



7.3 The main theorem enables us to calculate the effect of the boundary map

a: H~+l(En 1 Q(n+ 1))sgn -+ HM(G m x MN, Q(n))sgn~ Q[]MNI]

on the image of the Eisenstein symbol. Notiee that the first arrow depends on the ehoiee of
orientation of the special fibre of the Neron model of E, so that as written the composite
map is not eanonieal. Ta make it canonical we replace the target by the space V( -)" ,
where

v± ={f: GL2(Z/NZ)-+Q If(g(~ ~))=f(g)=±f(-g)}.

Then our theorem shows at onee that the composite a0 t N is a nonzero multiple of the
GL2(Z/NZ)-equivariant map wRr: Q[(Z/NZ)2]O -+ V(_)n given by the formula:

(7.3.1) (WN4»(g) = L </>(g'{f)Bn+2((~))'
:EE(Z/NZP

observe that this formula makes sense for any N 2:: 2.

7.4 Theorem. [Beilinson 1986, §3} Tbe bound8.[Y map a:H~+l (En, Q(n+ 1))sgn -+ V( -)"
is an isomorpbism on tbe image of tbe Eisenstein symbol.

This is an immediate consequence of (7.3.1) and the properties of the "horosphcrieal
isomorphism" (see the paragraph after 3.1.6 in [Beilinson, 1986]). Since we were unable to
find a suitable reference for these properties, we give here a direct proof. It is in two stcps.

7.5 Step I: For every N 2:: 2 and every n 2:: 1 the map wN is surjective.

Clearly one is free to tensor with C. We first show that any function supported on

(~ :) is contained in the image. The subspace of V± ® C composed of such functions

has for a basis the set of functions

(ab) {0 if c ~ 0
Ix: c d f-4 X(d) ifc=O

where X : (Z/ NZ)'" -+ e'" runs aver Dirichlet characters with X( -1) = ±1.

Define
</>x(~)= L x(y)-le2rrix2y/N.

yE(Z/ NZ)+

Then

if c=O

if c:f O.
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vVriting the values of the Bernoulli polynomial in terms of Dirichlet L-series and Hsing the
character orthogonality relations, the last expression becornes

(7.5.1) -(n +2)Nep(N)X(d) " r(XD)L(XD,-l-n)
Li (DM)n+1 ep(DM) .
DI~

Here M is the conductor of X, for each DI ~ we have written XD for the character modulo
DM associated to X, anel r(XD) denotes the Gauss surn

L XD(x)-le21fixjDM.

xE(Z/DMZ)·

Rewriting 7.5.1 in tenns of the primitive character Xl modulo M, we finally obtain

As X( -1) = (-1)n, the L-value is nonzero, as are the remaining factors. We therefore have
founel a nonzero multiple of Ix in the image of wN'

Nowas a representation of GL2 (Z/NZ), V± is generated by the functions Ix. This
shows the surjectivity of wRr.

It follows that for every n 2:: 1 the rnap

is surjective. Therefore the theorem will be a consequence of the next assertion.

7.6 Step 11: H N;::: 3 and n;::: 1 then

dirn Im(ER, )+dirn Im(t N+1
) ~ dirn V+ +dirnV- .

To prove this we consider (for the moment arbitrary) functions 4>: Z2 -Jo Q, ancl make
the convention that 4>( x) = 0 whenever x E Q2 - Z2. For a squarefrec integer D = PI ...Pk 2:: 1
define

(ÖD4»(X) = L(_l)K(E) Enq;(x/E)
EID

where K(E) is the number of prime divisors of E. Now,

(7.6.1 )

The operators D..D have the properties:

(i) 6D is injective for every D ;::: 1;
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(ii) If (D l D') = 1 then Im 6.D n Im 6.D' = Im 6. DDI.

The first one of these follows from the elementary identity

(7.6.2) 4>(x) = L E n (6. D4»(x/E).
E1Doo

To prove (ii), suppose that ßDif> = ßDI 4>'. Then setting

VJ = L E n 4>'(x/E)
EIDoo

and using (7.6.2) one sees that 6.DtP = 4>' and also ßD'VJ = 1.

7.7 Now if DIN then ßD induces an injective map

and from (1.2) and (7.6.1)

[IV OßD,N = 0 provided D > 1.

Vve have &N(4)(-x)) = (-1)nEN(<jJ(x)). Moreover, let ß'D,N denote the composite of 6.D,N

with the projection onto the subspace of 4> E Q [( Z/ N Z)2
]
0 satisfying 1(-~) =(- 1)n 1Ca;.).

Then dimImß'D N depends only on N, D and the parity of nj and,

dimIm6. n +dimImßn +1 = (N/D)2-1D,N D,N

for D > 1. The usual inclusion-exclusion argument then yields

dimIm(&;V )+dimIm(EN+1
)

~(N2-1)-L((~r-l)+ L ((;r- 1)- ...
plN p,qlN

=N2II(1-~)
p]N P

= #GL2(Z/NZ)/(~ ~) =dirn V+ +dirnV-.
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